The Governing Board recognizes the District’s responsibility to manage both fixed and capital assets as integral to the basic mission of providing quality education. Arizona Department of Education requires school districts to adhere to the Uniform System of Financial Records (USFR) regarding physical inventory and to maintain a detailed listing of land, buildings, furniture, and equipment.

The acquisition threshold for capitalizing items and entering them on the general fixed assets listing shall be five thousand dollars ($5,000) or greater. Items having an acquisition cost equal to and greater than one thousand dollars ($1,000) but less than five thousand dollars ($5,000) shall be placed on the stewardship listing. General fixed assets and stewardship items shall be inventoried as specified by the USFR.

The Superintendent is authorized to establish procedures for the administration of this policy, and to document District compliance with the USFR and this policy. The District will maintain adequate insurance coverage for all fixed & capital assets.
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